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Imagine being the only survivor of an explosion that kills thousands of people. That is the fate of Sofya Rykov. And survival is
just the beginning of her tale...

***
NOTE: This game uses 3D graphics and lighting. Please check Minimum Specifications before playing to ensure a good

experience
***

Episode 0: The Immolation is a free, standalone chapter in the Echoes of the Fey adventure game/visual novel series. This
installment will serve as an introduction to players new to the series and provide important backstory to players who enjoyed
Echoes of the Fey Episode 1: The Fox's Trail, already released on Steam. Play as Sofya Rykov, before she became a private
investigator and before she was cursed with unstable magic powers. An officer in the Imperial Army, Sofya is tasked with

guarding Leshin prisoners at Onigrad, a city which will soon become famous for its fiery destruction.

 3d environments and dynamic camera angles via our new UE4 implementation

 English voice acting (expression lines)

 Over 1 hour of story with multiple choice branches

Soundtrack featuring new songs and remixes of Episode 1 tracks reflecting the dread of the Immolation of Onigrad

A free introduction to a series which will span multiple episodes

Achievements and trading cards

In the last days of the long war between Humans and Leshin, a tense stalemate has emerged. For years, Leshin have lain siege to
the Humans over their use of Fey reactors, massive machines that draw electricity from the realm of magic. Both sides tire after

almost thirty years of war, and perhaps peace is now in reach. But Leshin extremists, desperate for a victory to reclaim their
power among the people, are about to stage a devastating attack that will change the world forever.
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Echoes of the Fey is a series of detective stories set in the high fantasy world of Oraz. Episode 0: The Immolation takes place
before the protagonist, Sofya Rykov, becomes a private investigator. She is an officer in the Imperial Human army who believes

she has secured a safe position as a prison guard in the metropolitan city of Onigrad. One fateful night, one of the Leshin
assigned to her begins to act strangely. And then a massive boom rings out from the Onigrad Fey reactor...

Episode 0 is an adventure game/visual novel with dialog trees and several choices for Sofya that will affect the way the story
plays out. Sofya will also be able to walk around the prison and learn more about the world from her prisoners, though with an

impending disaster about to hit the prison, she will have to balance how to use her time before staging her escape.
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Title: Echoes of the Fey Episode 0: The Immolation
Genre: Adventure, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Woodsy Studio
Publisher:
Woodsy Studio
Release Date: 7 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 and up

Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad Q8200 2.33GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD 7500 or NVIDIA GT 555M video card

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Play on Low settings with these specs

English
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echoes of the fey episode 0 the immolation

Very quick to play.

It's not a pure stealth game either. The enemies don't move in wholly predictable patterns, they have a degree of randomness that
makes the game more of a adventurous that you normally want from a stealth game.

Stealth games normally let you plan things out, and let you duplicate your route if you die. This game prevents that sort of
careful planning. Instead you're flying by the seat of your pants.

Fun, but I wish some small issues would get touched up.
. This is great puzzle game.. I want to like this game, I really really do. The premise is enticing, the bones are... present; but the
execution falls flat, even for an early access game. The control scheme and UI are frustrating on a fundamental level, and the
absolute lack of control and understanding given to the player renders the game nigh unplayable.

Bugs are present as well, and in my fraction of an hour of playtime, I encontered invisible ships, weapons, and projectiles. my
weapons would (nearly always) stop firing, or cease to work entirely. I really wanted to sink in more time before writing this
review to give the game a fair shot - but honestly, I couldn't bring myself to; and that's a resounding testament to the game's
playability.. This game is more than a meme, even in early access it already delivers short amount of quality time, even with all
the bugs and missing in-game settings.

For devs:
Muted music starts playing again when restarting the round or going back to menu, this could potentially draw streamers away
from this game in the fear of getting copyright striked or muted VODs.
Get completely rid of needing a mouse, some of us use the controller further away from pc.
Better controller settings support so no one has to do the tweaking from outside the game.
When applying vertical axis for xbox controller triggers, it makes the left trigger as gas and right trigger as reverse, switch it
other way around so right one is the gas.
Minimap would be great.

For controller users:
- Before game starts there is a popup window, go to inputs and change these.
- Vertical axis = Gas and reverse = Put this to right thumbstick. And dont even try to put it to triggers becouse doesnt work yet
as it should, maybe devs will fix it soon.
- Horizontal axis = Steering = Put this to left thumbstick.
- Jump = Brake = Put this to left bumber or right bumber that is L1 or R1 for ps4 controllers.
- Dont mind the other buttons, they do nothing so you dont need to assign them to anything.. \tThe sale I bought the original
Endless Legend on was an insane steal, practically paid 10 bucks for what was truly a 50 dollar experience. This DLC could
literally\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in my face and I'd still be glad to put some money into the studio that created
Endless Legend, because the goodwill they sowed in me from both that and Dungeon of the Endless has about 40 unclaimed
dollars. Eat your money grubbing heart out, Firaxis...

\tFortunately, I still have 40 dollars of goodwill left in my heart, because, unlike Guardians, which was a rather ephemeral bit of
content for ten bucks, Shadows upgrades the experience significantly with a whole new layer of gameplay, that of paranoia.

\tPicture this: you control the entire world under an iron boot, and no empire can stand against you. The hippie dragons don't
have nearly enough influence to force a truce, the cultist missionaries are crushed each time their pathetic envoys come
anywhere near your villages, and newsflash for Roving Clans: you can't bribe a god. But suddenly, one turn, dissent in your cities
turns to outright rebellion, the score of the Forgotten shoots up hundreds of points in a single turn, and you realize what your
mighty empire was all along; a glorious string of dominoes, all of which fall one by one, as your intense expansion falls flat on
its face. Governor after governor is assasinated, city upon city turns against you, donning the dreaded purple flag, statues of your
likeness topple mere days after they were erected in freshly conquered lands, and you find yourself, teary eyed, desperately
begging your new Forgotten overlords for just one tiny city. They smile, and offer a trade for a truce. Surrender all your gold, all
your looted possessions, disband your armies, politically castrate your entire empire... and they will return a single city, renamed
to "\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665RHere".
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\tI could go on, saying that the appeal lies in how seamlessly the mechanics fit with those already established, as if a new layer
of political intrigue has been unleashed by this faction, and yet was available since the game's inception. Suddenly it takes a lot
more than just a steady production line to keep your civilization safe, now you must be wary of traitors within your walls, as a
turncoat at a crucial time is the only difference between a crown on your head and a knife in your back. I could also go on to say
the Forgotten feel like a fresh faced equal of those that came before, with a new strategic angle to go about conquering the
world, or a new and deadly adversary to defend your mighty empire from, throwing a wrench in the proverbial plans of mice
and men.

\tBut I won't go on, because as I said, this game could literally\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in my face and I'd still
heartily recommend it, and seeing as it didn't, and actually handed me delicious nuggets of Ferrero Rocher to delight in, all the
more reason to recommend it. I guess the next one has to murder my entire family to get a thumbs down, and I wish it the best
of luck, because I've been trying for years and the best I've managed is a single economic victory against the punkass bastards....
Simple little puzzle game where you have to fill the screen space by connecting lines together similar to something like Flow
Free. The concept is simple enough and there are a lot of levels but the challenge plateaus pretty fast and it doesn’t really evolve
past a certain point. Fun enough to waste some time and harmless overall. Get it if you want a simple puzzler you can play while
watching something else.. Funny simple game! Can't wait till New York or something is available for takeover, like a gamers
own Resident Evil Zombie Army :-D
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Just keeping this simple.

Pros:
*has many buses to start
*great community
*many free add-ons from the community
*advanced ticketing
and it\u2019s fun to play

Cons:
*bad optimization
*graphics are really \u201cgood\u201d
I think OMSI 2 is wildly different on different computers, it may work, it may not. I have a GTX 1060, i5 and 16gb of ram.
OMSI 2 works fine, with some crashes here to there. You can probably run this game if you have lower specs than I have.

Anyways, this game is really fun, one of the only bus simulators that is mostly complete. Still looking for that great one though.

Also, for new players, to start up your bus, click e then m (sometimes you press m twice, I\u2019m still a noob lol) and then you
put up the parking brake.
. It's alright.. Chips was one of the very first games I played on a computer (Windows 3.1 & 95 anyone?) I am happy to see it
has been given a make over without losing that nostalgic feel. The only complaint I have is that the sound effects can get really
irritating but there's always volume controls for that.. Honestly my #1 favorite clicker game, i played this game quiet alot and
there wasnt a second i didn't enjoy. I loved everything about this game, the art, the music, the upgrades/equipment. Only clicker
game i'd spend money on. 99/10. Whilst the game is a good click-and-point adventure, there's a few negatives:

-bugs-
I've suffered a few issues with the game, either graphical or crashes.

-gameplay-
Some inventory items didn't display correctly, and some elements of the UI were also a bit picky about where I clicked, where
others were quite loose.

-lack of chapter 3-
Despite assurances, a combined lack of updates to the game or forums seem to indicate the developer has abandoned the game -
which is a shame considering it's online already.. Neighbor it's an outstanding horror VN that will play with your expectations
every given moment. Always surprising you with creepy and top grossing sound designs that enhance the experinece quite well,
and you will always find yourself questioning if the plot will go for somthing supernatural or an true story. But I can hoesty say
that it's quite a ride and there are not many good good horror that really flips the table like Neighbor do. So if you are a sucker
for horror, go for it :D. i bought this game and now it says i dont have it
. Game freaking sucks thank god i did not buy it only wasted 450 points off Tremmorgames.com

We've launched a Patreon!:
Greetings everyone! As we forge ahead with our next project at Woodsy Studio, we're looking for new ways to fund
development. You can now follow our development journey and support us on our Patreon![www.patreon.com]
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[www.patreon.com]

Funds from Patreon will help us develop our next game, Crimson Spires, a blend of otome romance and horror (hint: there will
be vampires). Meanwhile, patrons will see art, screenshots, and game development posts before we post them anywhere else.
You can also see weekly posts about our development process and monthly custom content such as supplemental art and short
stories.

One way or another, thanks for playing our games and we hope you continue to enjoy our work. Your support encourages and
enables us to keep creating!

<3 Jenny and Malcolm
. Big Update Released!:
Greetings everyone!

Two years after the initial release of Episode 0, we've gone back and updated the game with new graphics and special effects.
You can now enjoy better performance of the game on your computer, cleaner character sprites, and remastered CG
illustrations.
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We hope you enjoy the changes!
Sincerely,
Jenny and Malcolm. Released today, along with soundtrack!:
Hello everyone, we're excited to release this game free on Steam today and we hope you enjoy it! Please let us know what you
think!

If you like Episode 0, the next full chapter-- Episode 1: The Fox's Trail -- is already available here on Steam, and 15% off this
week. You can also buy the soundtrack to Episode 0 as DLC content.

Happy playing!
- Jenny and Malcolm
Woodsy Studio. Update with Performance Improvements:
Greetings everyone!
Today we pushed an update that should improve the performance of the game on lower-end systems. The adjustments include:

- Changing a lot of lighting to static
- Altered camera exposure and sprite brightness to adjust to less lighting
- Changing anti-aliasing from TXAA to FXAA, which also sharpens sprite animations
- Adjusting text speed so that when set to maximum, lines fill in immediately

Doing this also forced us to focus on the 64-bit version of the game, so at least for now, the game must be played on 64-bit
operating systems. But we hope that these changes will improve the gaming experience for people playing on older hardware.

As always, thanks for playing, and we hope you enjoy!
- Jenny and Malcolm. Kickstarter Launched for Episode 2!:
Eager to find out what happens next to Sofya and Heremon? Check out our Kickstarter campaign for the next episode, Echoes
of the Fey: The Last Sacrament!

The Last Sacrament will be bigger in scope than anything we’ve made yet. Like Episode 0, we're building the game in UE4.
We’re also adding a unique gameplay element in the form of a mini-game called RiftRealms.

RiftRealms is a tabletop game that exists in the world of Echoes of the Fey, and as Sofya you can play with other characters. We
thought this would be an interesting way to showcase each character’s personality based on how they treat you as a Dungeon
master. It also explores the question: what do people fantasize about in a fantasy world?

You also have several romance options in The Last Sacrament. If you proceed carefully, you can develop a romantic relationship
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with Katerina, Arkady, Nikolai, or Heremon.

Check it out here:
Kickstarter Campaign 
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